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Abstract
Delivery sector has been facing many issues lately due to covid-19 pandemic, mainly
delivering items and packages late and some of them being in bad condition. The new smart
delivery system (Esaal) will help in making the delivery system in Dubai more sustainable and at
the same time more accurately functioning. The proposed system will achieve that by running on
their own tracks that are especially made for them to deliver. Furthermore, the new designed

system will be running and functioning depending on solar energy. These routes will be designed
to have way to all of the areas in Dubai, and the machine will be more of tram alike and will run
on its own rail without the need of driver. In this way, the packages will be delivered safely and

on time without facing any delays due to different factors.
Keywords: delivery, smart delivery system in Dubai, smart delivery, sustainable delivery,
delivery sector.
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Chapter 1
1.1 Background
There have been many cases of poor delivery experiences for various items. In a case of
getting orders delivered from Ikea, there were deliveries in hold due to a management issue
between the delivery company and Ikea, leaving the customer confused and not knowing how to

deal with the issue as she kept on being shifted from one place to another tracking and looking
for the delivery (Andrews, 2020).
Another case faced by the United Arab Emirates was from Fetchr delivery services,
where many customers complained about not getting the items delivered on time and the delay
took up to two weeks, which the company blamed the black Friday for (Duncan, 2018), which is
a time of a year when there are many offers and causes crowd in the store, resulting in making it
harder to prepare the orders for the delivery, or even in many times there are lack of delivering
machines and transportation to deliver the items on time.
The companies seem to be having many issues related to the late delivering of items to
the customers, and they are blaming these issues to many factors. Some of the companies sees
that sale seasons and high number of sales made makes it hard to prepare the items and packages
for delivery. Also, the delivery companies can face issues of lack number of transportations to
make the packages sent on time. These would also impact the condition in which the orders
reach their final destinations. In addition, in many cases the traffic caused in the cities, especially
Dubai, becomes an obstacle in making deliveries on time as promised. These cause complaints
and dissatisfaction from customers. Moreover, the covid-19 pandemic recently has proved the
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low quality and deficiency of delivering systems in most delivery companies as they faced three

main issues:
-

The low-quality infrastructure when dealing with these kinds of pandemics.

-

Lack of staff.

-

How to deal with big number of orders.

1.2 Statement of problem
Although there are many delivery organizations working locally to deliver items within
United Arab Emirates, there are many causes and factors, which make them, unable to deliver on

time, or in rare cases the items are not delivered in its best condition. Also, there are cases where
the delivery mixes up the packages and they get to be delivered to the wrong address. Each of
these issues makes the customers complain because they create bad experience with the service

provider.
The delivery time is mainly delayed because of the traffics, as United Arab Emirates has
got many crowded roads that makes reaching from a point to another on time an incredibly

challenging task. Delivery services providers like Aramex, FedEx, Emirates Delivers and
Emirates Post face many delays when delivering their packages and orders to its destination
because of the traffic rush hours. Even though the hours are known; there are many sudden
traffics that could occur.
Also, delivery companies using common delivery ways such as trucks, cars and
motorcycles that use fuel to operate is affecting the environment by raising air pollution.
Improving the delivery services is aligned with providing better services to the
customers, for they care about the time and prefer having the items delivered to them on the
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specified time. When an item is delivered on the promised time, this would most definitely create

trust and loyalty between the two parties. Therefore, the organizations would benefit from
attracting and gaining customers by providing good delivery services. These organizations are
the seller and the delivery company. In addition, improving delivery services could benefit the

service providers by achieving profits and revenues, increasing sales and reducing cost.

1.3 Project goals
1- Develop an alternative sustainable method of delivery to replace the existing methods.
2- Define a way in which Dubai can use to solve delivery issues.
3- Contribute in reducing different global and local issues such as air pollution and traffic
congestion.
4- Improve quality of services for Dubai’s citizens.
5- Promote the idea of using clean energy for services.

1.4 Methodology
The methodology section will help in further identifying, understanding, analyzing more
information about the main objective and idea of the proposed delivery system. The research
analysis and findings are based on the data obtained from previous studies, journals and articles.
Research design, data collection and analysis will assist in gaining more information and
knowledge for the objective of the research. The research is designed to include data supporting
the idea and the need for the emerge of a new and creative smart delivery system such as the
proposed Esaal system. It is also intended to include a base for the business model of the Esaal
system. Accordingly, a business model canvas is to be done to define the concept of Esaal and to
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go through the fundamental parts of the project, resulting in building the concept in a solid and

consistent way. The business model canvas will cover all nine elements which are:
-

Customer value proposition.

-

Customer segments.

-

Channels.

-

Customer relationships.

-

Revenue streams.

-

Key resources.

-

Key partners.

-

Key activities.

-

Cost structure (Athuraliya, 2021).

1.4.1 Research design
The research will be designed in descriptive and analytical ways in order to address and
highlight the objectives of the research of adopting a new and smart method of delivery.
Analytical approach will assist in collecting relevant data to the issue of delivery systems in
Dubai and discovering the shortages and limitations of the usual delivery methods; eventually
the urge to operate the proposed Esaal delivery system. The descriptive approach of the research
will be used to provide an additional explanatory part to the body and structure of the research;
accordingly provide verified evidence that support the need for the existence of Esaal. Overall,
the research will be designed in two main sections which are derived from primary and
secondary data resources for the objective of the research. The first section will be based on
collecting and analyzing data obtained from databases, researches, journals and articles of the
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current delivery methods and the issues and shortages relating to them. The second section will
focus mainly in defining and framing the business model canvas for the Esaal delivery system.

1.4.2 Data collection
Both numeric and non-numeric data are used for the purpose of the research in order to
gain a better understanding of the issue of the usual delivery system and the need for a smart
Esaal system. The data and information were derived through internet and from organizational
reports. For the purposes of the reliability of the research, the data used were made sure to be
relevant, objective, recent and new. Therefore, the research analysis and findings will primarily
be based on dataset from reliable and trustworthy databases such as Data Europa. The secondary
sources will include relevant publications by key delivery companies, and previous researches
and articles. Publications were taken from websites of delivery companies such as Aramex,
DHL, and Fedex in the annual reports of these companies.

1.5 Limitations of the Study
This project has four main limitations, one is the age of data related to the objective of
this project; most of the data found were outdated. The second is the lack of availability of
numerical data related to smart delivery in Dubai or UAE in general. The lack of numerical data
was also noticeable from other countries around the world. Another limitation was the reliability
of data as a lot of them were incomplete. The last one is the obvious lack of data-sharing concept
in delivery companies in UAE as a lot of contacted companies were uncooperative in that matter.
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Chapter 2 – Literature Review
Delivery has been an issue all over the world, and people’s demand for better services has
been encouraging the specialists to develop solutions to help improving the delivery services by
inventing new ways and systems to help with providing and offering delivery services.
To solve the problem of shipments’ delay and the continuous growth of urbanization, a
new developed concept of delivery was developed by Renault under the name EZ-PRO. EZ-PRO
is an electric automated robotic kind of vehicle. The vehicle includes a leading pod with a cab
specifically designed for a driver to drive and control the pods, followed by other driverless pods
which will be used for delivery purposes as well (Lardier, 2019).
The demand for faster delivery services has given way to developing new technologies
and systems that allow organizations and companies to provide delivery services in unusual
manners. One of the most common delivery systems that has been introduced is using drones to
deliver packages to the home safely using the airway instead of land way. These drones can carry
packages of specific load and deliver it right at the backyard of the houses, and no traffic or any

delays on the road would influence it. Amazon is considered the first organization to use and
apply this concept with its deliveries, and it tuned to be a very successful method in delivering
the orders in time. Drones are programmed to fly to the location inserted in its system and it can

be tracked by the GPS (Ueland, 2021).
The delivery system has been evolving on a large scale lately especially with the covid19 pandemic. Now, many delivery companies have been starting the drones and unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV) as new delivery methods to ensure as much as possible of delivery orders are
delivered safely (Merkert & Bushell, 2020). As for drones, they have been used in different
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fields previously such as photography, military, and agriculture for distinctive purposes (Mazur

& Wiśniewski, 2016). For the potentials these drones are offering, commercial and delivery
companies are considering delivery by drones and other similar devices that are working on the
same concept. ( (Mittendorf, Franzmann, & Ostermann, 2017). There are many reasons for the

success of use of drones as delivery methods. According to Matheow (2021), drones’ delivery is
evolving mainly because they are fast and ensure on-time delivery which is proven noticeably in
food deliveries. (Mathew, Nath Jha, K. Lingappa, & Sinha, 2021). Other reasons for capabilities
of drones as delivery methods include the ability to operate constantly without being affected by
the horrible vehicles traffic and congestions and the better efficacy of saving time and cost.
Bearing in mind the benefits of drones for delivery, the architecture and design of the drones
should be considered comprehensively for further understanding and planning. In fact, this have
been proposed in a study by Nanwin, Domaka Nuka Ofor, Williams Daniel, Ekuase, and
Uwaguosa Endurance in 2021. They proposed a design and a framework of electronic marketing
delivery system using drone (Daniel, Ekuase, Nanwin, Ofor, & Endurance, 2021).
According to the proposed architectural design seen in figure 1, the customer will input
their personal information to be submitted to the system. The system will retrieve information
automatically and acquires coordinates through the GPS. The customer’s package is then
prepared and attached to the drone. The administrative officer initiates the flight plan or

destination. The drone will then takeoff and locate the customer’s location to deliver the goods
and then return to the takeoff point.
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Figure 1 Architectural Design of Drone ( (Daniel, Ekuase, Nanwin, Ofor, & Endurance, 2021)

Another evolving delivery technology is the autonomous electric vehicles which is

applied significantly in parcels delivery. In parcel deliveries, the autonomous electric vehicles
are used in the same way as normal vehicles like cars and trucks. However, they reduce the need
for couriers extremely and reduce the delivery efforts and time (Abdolinezhad, Schappacher, &

Sikora, 2020). Additionally, autonomous electric vehicles are being also used to deliver other
types of goods and packages gradually. Generally, autonomous electric vehicles are being
considered as delivery methods mostly because they lessen the ecological and environmental

impacts (Bagloee & Tavana, 2016).
Similarly, the autonomous electric vehicles have a proposed architectural design for
parcel deliveries and operations. This can be shown in the autonomous electric vehicles’
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architecture in Huh and Seo’s (2019) research.

Figure 2 Architectural Design for AV (HUH & SEO, 2019)

From the figure above, Huh and Seo (2019) expressed that the simple system for AV has
two main functions—detecting the danger and controlling the vehicle. The ability to detect
danger cover certain procedures such as the actions of lane departure warning, forward bumping
warning, indication of speed limit, congestion assist, and the action of automatic braking in case
of emergences. The researchers also added that current reliability and accuracy of using AV are
insufficient. The pointed reason was the inability of the sensor to collect and process data—in
similar way humans gather data in the driving environment, the future of AV is therefore
challenging (HUH & SEO, 2019).

Different technologies and methods for logistic delivery have been enhancing and
evolving over the past years. Examples of these evolving technologies include the autonomous
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shuttles and delivery robots and the last mile delivery methods. Delivery robot is another

alternative to the delivery services. This technology uses robot programmed to follow the given
location and address to deliver the items according to the given date and time. The customer can
track the robot’s journey until it reaches the location, and it is eco-friendly (Mwanza, 2017).

Moreover, the main and most knows autonomous shuttles and delivery robots and vehicles are
the Continental autonomous shuttles, the JD Logistics’ autonomous delivery vehicles, and the
Panasonic delivery robots. The Continental autonomous robots are driverless vehicles that are
integrated with seamless mobility perception. These robots are delivery robots and pods which
are based on the concept named “Continental Urban Mobility Experience (CUbE)”. According to
this concept, these delivery robots and pods are built with high regards to sensors, modeling,
positioning and localization, situation analysis, decision making, and mechatronic actuators, and
environment perception. The Continental autonomous delivery robots have been created for the
objectives of delivering goods to further areas to take advantage of the most possible capacity
and to eliminate the idle times of the delivery process (Continental’s Vision: Seamless Mobility
Combines Autonomous Shuttles and Delivery Robots, 2019). The other application of robots as
delivery methods is shown in JD Logistics’ autonomous delivery vehicles which operate in
Changshu, Jiangsu province. These robots were created in line with the province plans to
transform it fully to a smart city (Wang, 2021). According to Wang (2021), these vehicles are

operating as mobile stations moving on scheduled delivery in which customers elect the time and
place for these vehicles to pick up the customers’ packages and deliver it to their doorsteps.
These vehicles are very beneficials even in very demanding periods like sales periods and

response immediately to altering addresses (Wang, 2021). The last example of innovative
delivering robots is the Panasonic robots which has been developed in 2020 by Panasonic to test
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the public response to delivery robots in Fujisawa Sustainable Smart Town, Japan. Panasonic

applied two phases for these robots. In the first phase, the robots are being spread in the roads of
the city in order to make it more visually noticed by public. The second phase include operating
the robots functionally in residential areas while being driven remotely by an operator in the

company control center who will take over it if necessary (Wray, 2020).
The last evolving delivery method to be discussed is known as the Last Mile delivery.
According to Glasco (2018), the last mile delivery refers to the last phase in the complete
shipping process which starts from warehouse or supplier location to the doorsteps of customers.
In other words, the last mile delivery is cutoff the cycle of the shipping process by delivering the
package or parcel directly from the product supplier or warehouse to the end customer instead of
taking it to taking it to the delivery company premises as in old and usual delivery process. This
method is used and provided by well-known delivery companies, self-working drivers and
couriers, click-and-collect retailers, self-service parcel lockers, and postal services destination
hubs. The last mile delivery is using the usual delivery vehicles such as bicycles, gas-powered
trucks and vans, pushcarts, and electric trucks (Glasco, 2018).

All these methods tend to work on improving the performance of delivering sector of the
organizations and prepare the best solutions for the locations and sites where traveling for
delivering items could become challenging because of the obstacles and factors that would
impact the time and quality of the product to be delivered. Technologies and information system
provide great help in such fields, for they make the concepts applicable in the real world.
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Chapter 3- Project Description
3.1 Intro to Esaal
The primary idea of the project is to offer something different and advanced to the
delivery market. Although the delivery service providers are very common in Dubai and globally
known, this project would add a twist and make the delivery service extra special, which is, by
introducing a new smart delivering technology to the citizens of Dubai. An advanced sustainable
delivery machines that will run within Dubai for the purpose of delivering packages to customers
in minutes only. The machines will be in the concept of pods with cabins for storage of packages
to be delivered. It will also be driverless and the only human touch needed will be when
packages are sorted in those pods. The system will also include receiving-dropping packages
stations placed across the city in order for customers to actually pick up and drop packages and

parcels. The new smart proposed delivery system will be named Esaal, which means delivery in
Arabic. In the aspect of offering this new developed technology to Dubai’s market, it will give
the new suggested service an identity or an image, thus, enabling the public to easily recognize

the provided delivery service. More than that, “Esaal” is also integrating vision and core values
into the operations as it aims to reach multiple heights in the next years of operations.

Vision: To make delivery a key factor in transformation to sustainable energy.

Mission: To integrate swiftness and sustainability into the operations, involving the market in our
pursuit of growth and progress and making customers ’satisfaction the top priority.
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Core Values: Core values are the ethical foundation of the service, given their huge importance

in ensuring that the business would achieve sustainable development. We have four main core
values. These are: Sustainability, Integrity, Passion for Excellence, and, Quality of Services.

3.2 Esaal’s system flow

Figure 3 Esaal System Flow Chart
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The process will start when a customer opens an account in which they will be asked to

provide information such as name, address, contact number. After activating customer’s profile,
the system will then proceed by generating a unique barcode for the customer. If the customer
would like to send a package, he or she will be asked to give details of the station they would

prefer to drop the package in. In this stage, they will also be given the option of courier’s door
pickup but with additional amount. After dropping the package, tracking number is created and
given to track the package. Esaal machine will take the dropped packages to the picked station so
the receiver would pick it up. During the whole process, customer is to be notified via the
application real-time tracking or by SMS. In case the customer would be receiving a package,
they will be firstly notified that they have a package to be delivered. Later on, the customer will
be asked if they want to receive it from the location they first declared or they would like to
update the location of the station. Once confirmed, Esaal will be delivering the package and
customer will be notified.

3.3 Esaal Security
In regards of the security of Esaal, one of Esaal’s priority is to make customers feel safe
when dealing with the provided delivery services. For example, Esaal’s stations are to be
surrounded with CCTVs and customers are to use multi-factor authentication. When a customer

wants to pick up their packages, they will firstly be asked to scan the given unique barcode when
opening an account, then they will receive an OTP (one time password) to enter to be able to
receive the package.
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3.4 Esaal Pricing
Regarding the pricing strategy of Esaal, it will be based on various factors. The value and
the quality of the service Esaal will be considered when setting the price and charges. To
illustrate, the extraordinary benefits Esaal is going to provide such as speed, safety, well
condition of the package, and efficiency are some of the factors which will define the final price
and cost of delivery. Moreover, competitors’ prices and fees are going to be considered to set the
average rate of the delivery service. Overall, Esaal will use the value pricing strategy in which
the price is taking into account the benefits, quality, and the importance to the customer (How
Supplier Pricing Is Determined, n.d.).

3.5 Esaal Solar Energy
The Esaal machine and stations are decided to be powered by clean solar energy. To

achieve that, solar panels are to be placed on the machine’s roof and one of the sides. When the
sun is out and during daytime, the machine is to be automatically powered by that energy.
However, if during nighttime, the machine will be using the saved energy collected from the sun
as well. The same process will be applied on Esaal stations as energy will be needed to provide
power the system used to scan barcodes and paying delivery fees.
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3.6 Esaal Business Model Canvas

Key Partners

Key Activities

Value Propositions Customer Relationships

Customer Segments

Smart Dubai
Dubai government
institutes
UAE’s federal
authorities
RTA
Ministry of energy and
infrastructure

Data management
System and machine
development
Application software
development
Warehouse operation
Machine maintenance
Sales management
Marketing

Extremely fast
delivery
24/7 Delivery
services
Secure delivery
Secure payment
method
Low-cost delivery

Delivery services users.
Dubai city residents
SME
Dubai government
institutes customers
UAE’s federal authorities’
customers

Live chat support
24/7 customer service
Discount for Esaad holders
Real time data
Simple and friendly platform
Trails for first time users

Key Resources

Channels

Warehouse staff
System developers
Financial funding
Engineers
Data and system
platforms

Mobile Application
Call Center

Cost Structure

Revenue Streams

Hardware
Engineers
Customer service
Warehouse staff
Data storage

Delivery Charges
Annual and Monthly memberships

The model above describes the nine components of Esaal’s business model canvas. For
the customer segments, Esaal would be targeting both customers or users and companies that are
looking for efficient delivery services. So, Delivery services users, Dubai city residents, Dubai
government institutes customers and UAE’s federal authorities’ customers will be given the most
attention as they mostly share the same needs. Also, small and medium enterprise who either are
starting up or looking for such services. There will be various customer relationship between
16

Esaal and customers such as automated services where customers would be supported by a
virtual assistant. Customers would also have the advance of self-service as Esaal would provide
real time data. Thus, customers would be able to help themselves as data is already provided. In
addition, customers will have personal assistance with the option of live chat support. Esaal
would be communicating and getting in touch with customers through an owned channel; Esaal
mobile application and call center. Esaal would be generating money by providing delivery
services for customers. Esaal would have two types of revenue streams: one is transaction based
which will be made from customer’s one payment and the second will be made from providing
ongoing delivery services to companies and institutes. In order for Esaal’s purpose to be
achieved, there are several main activities to be done such as managing data, the development of
system and machines, applications development, running the operations in the warehouse,
maintaining system and machines in case of any issue, and the management of both sales and
marketing. For the value propositions to be shaped, there are different major inputs that must be
implemented and performed. Examples of some of Esaal’s key resources are employees such as
warehouse staff, engineers and system developers. While the financial funding will be one of the
financial resources, warehouse and delivery machines are some of the physical resources. Esaal
main partners or the key providers would be mainly Dubai’s government institutes and UAE’s
federal authorities who would help Esaal to carry out the main activities and in such a case they
would be having a strategic alliance. Esaal would also have a coopetition and joint ventures
partnership with Smart Dubai, RTA and Ministry of energy and infrastructure as they will all
help in developing the business and guaranteeing attaining consistent resources. To operate the
business model of Esaal, the cost that comes with the process must be assessed and operated.
Some of the cost that was identified in the business model are hardware, customer services and
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data storage. For the value proposition, customers are promised services that are advanced and
very different from other exiting delivery service providers. Customers are expected to have very
fast and secure delivery services at less cost.

3.7 Real life-time application model of Esaal

Figure 4 Real life-time model of Esaal in Dubai

Geojson was used to apply the proposed smart delivery system tracks in Dubai. In this
example seen in figure 4, Downtown Dubai and Dubai Marina were chosen as start and end
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points (marked with rectangles). The expected routes are expected to be approximately 22 km
long, passing along side Sheikh Zayed road and other roads. In between this 22km long track,
four Esaal stations (marked with pins) were placed to cover the main living areas in these
locations. The stations were placed in these locations specifically because they are close to
residential and crowded areas such as Mall of the Emirates, Burj Khalifa and Al Quoz, where it
will be more accessible and closer to most people who are living there.

3.8 Esaal’s Machine and Station Design and Logo

Figure 5 Esaal Proposed Logo
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Figure 6 3D Model of Esaal Delivery Machine

Figure 7 3D Model of Esaal Delivery Machine
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Figure 8 3D Model of Esaal Station

Chapter 4- Project Analysis
4.1 Introduction
In order to better understand the limitations of the usual delivery systems that lead to the
search for a new smart, environmental and efficient method of delivery such as the proposed
Esaaal system, the collected data was analyzed in descriptive and qualitative way. The data was
first collected from online websites and data bases. These data included numerical data and nonnumerical data. Numeric data obtained studies of the speed and time to deliver packages in
Europe by UPS delivery company and the distribution of post offices in Washington, US. These
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data were exported from their databases as data sets for use in data analysing software. Non
numerical data included articles and journals from reliable governmental and organizational
website. More than 10 resources were used to get data and information to obtain an enhanced
knowledge and ideas for the research. Accordingly, a clear and well-defined outline was
obtained and used to build the design of the research.
This table shows the name of datasets, types and sources to be used in the project’s data
analysis.

Data Set Name
Prices of letter mail and
parcel services (USP under
direct or indirect
designation)
(Percentage of letters
delivered on-time (USP
under direct or indirect
designation)
Global parcel shipping
volume between 2013 and
2026

Data Type
Numerical

Source
European Union Publication
Office

Numerical

European Union Publication
Office

Numerical

Statista

Aramex Annual Reports

Numerical

Cost of Delivery in UAE

Numerical

The Future of the Last-Mile
Ecosystem
Dubai Traffic in 2019

Descriptive

Aramex Annual Report
Financials
SMSA, Aramex, Fedex,
DHL, and Emirates Post
World Economic Forum

Descriptive

Tomtom

Table 1 Datasets names, types and sources

4.2 Increased prices of delivery services
The prices and rates of delivering packages have been increasing throughout the years.
According to European Union Publication Office, the rates of delivering the letter mail and
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parcel services have been increasing in Europe over the years from year 2012 to year 2019
(Prices of letter mail and parcel services (USP under direct or indirect designation), 2019).

TIME_PERIOD

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Belgium

0.75

0.77

0.77

0.77

0.79

0.79

0.79

1

Bulgaria

0.43

0.43

0.43

0.43

0.43

0.43

0.49

0.56

:

0.38

0.47

0.48

0.59

0.61

0.62

0.74

Denmark

1.07

1.07

1.21

1.34

1.07

1.08

1.21

1.34

Germany

0.55

0.58

0.6

0.62

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.8

Estonia

0.45

0.45

0.55

0.55

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

Ireland

0.55

0.6

0.6

0.7

0.7

1

1

1

Greece

0.62

0.62

0.72

0.72

0.72

0.72

0.72

0.72

:

0.37

0.38

0.42

0.45

0.5

0.55

0.6

France

0.6

0.63

0.66

0.76

0.8

0.85

0.95

1.05

Croatia

0.41

0.41

0.41

0.41

0.41

0.42

0.42

0.42

Czechia

Spain

Italy

0.7

0.7

0.8

2.8

2.8

2.8

2.8

2.8

Cyprus

0.34

0.34

0.41

0.41

0.41

0.41

0.41

0.41

Latvia

0.72

0.81

0.6

0.6

0.57

0.57

0.57

0.57

Lithuania

0.45

0.45

0.45

0.45

:

0.45

0.45

0.55

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.8

0.45

0.47

0.47

0.47

0.47

0.5

0.5

0.57

0.2

0.26

0.26

0.26

0.26

0.26

0.26

0.26

Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands

0.5

0.54

0.64

0.69

0.73

0.8

0.8

0.87

Austria

0.62

0.62

0.68

0.68

0.68

0.68

0.68

0.8

Poland

0.47

0.56

0.56

0.56

0.57

0.59

0.75

0.74

Portugal

0.47

0.5

0.5

0.55

0.58

0.58

0.63

0.65

Romania

0.36

0.36

0.36

0.36

0.31

0.31

0.56

0.55

Slovenia

0.29

0.29

0.34

0.37

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.43

Slovakia

0.6

0.65

0.65

0.65

:

0.7

0.7

0.7

Finland

0.75

0.85

1

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

Sweden

0.55

0.55

0.62

0.6

0.69

0.73

0.88

0.85

United
Kingdom
Iceland

0.74

0.71

0.77

0.87

0.78

0.73

0.73

:

0.75

0.74

0.84

1.05

1.31

1.62

1.52

1.31

:

:

1.2

1.17

1.18

1.39

1.46

1.62

Switzerland

0.77

0.75

0.77

0.87

:

0.9

0.87

0.9

North
Macedonia
Serbia

0.26

0.26

0.29

0.29

0.29

0.29

0.29

0.41

0.19

0.19

0.2

0.19

0.19

0.19

0.19

0.23

Norway

Table 2 The prices and rates of letter mail and parcel services of the European Union countries (Prices of letter mail and
parcel services (USP under direct or indirect designation), 2019)
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The table above shows the prices and rates of letter mail and parcel services of the
European Union countries in year 2012 and year 2019. The rate of delivering a letter mail of less
than 20 grams by the Universal Service Provider of each country has been increasing on similar
basis. Most prices ranged between EUR0.5 to EUR1 in most of these countries in 2012.
However, the prices range have increased to between EUR0.5 to EUR2.

Figure 9 Italy's Prices of Letter Mail and Parcel Services

The highest prices were recorded in Italy. In fact, Italy rates for delivering the same
package has been increased from EUR0.7 in 2012 to EUR2.8 in 2019. It has increased by about
300% which is considered a dramatic change and transformation of the price in just 7 years.
Delivery companies rising prices are caused by many factors such as the type of the package, the
weight and size of the shipment, the distance, the speed of the delivery, the services and
surchargers provided with delivery, and the destination country or region laws and regulations
(Shipping Channel, 2018).
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4.3 Delivery on time
Delivery time of packages and parcels is a priority to customers whether individuals or
business and delay in delivery is unwelcome even if it is in a minor delay. Germany is
considered the highest European country in number of delivery packages and parcels
(Mazareanu, 2021)

Figure 10 Percentage of Letters Deliverd on-time in Germany

Germany has less than 100% on time deliveries of packages and parcels over the years
and even recorded declines in 2015, 2017, and reaching %87.6 on time deliveries in 2019
(Percentage of letters delivered on-time (USP under direct or indirect designation), 2021). Even
with the highest number of deliveries, the issue of delivering on time is still an issue. Although
delivery companies are evolving and developing their delivery processes, delay cannot be
avoided due to several factors and influences that are out of their control. These factors include
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processing time, distance, weather conditions, wrongs addresses, customs and laws, and most
importantly human errors such as misspelt, unclear writing, prescheduled routes, and
uncontrollable traffic (Buzoianu, 2020). All of which affect the rates of on time delivery and the
customer experience with delivery companies. According to ACME Logistics, any delay in time
of delivery to the end customer or even the product leads to complaints and impacts the
customers retention. This negatively affects the customer and the delivery company. The
customer will not deal with the same company again and the delivery company will lose their
customers, reputation, and in due course their revenue (Why On-Time Delivery Is So Important,
2021).

4.4 Delivery volume impacts
Delivery parcels and vehicles have been increasing over the years due to different
reasons.

Figure 11 Global Parcel Shipping Volume 2013-2026 (Mazareanu, Global parcel shipping volume between 2013 and 2026
(in billion parcels)* , 2020)
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The bar chart published by Statista 2021 shows the obvious increase in delivery and
shipping volume from year 2013 (Mazareanu, 2020). It increased dramatically from year 2013
with 36 billion parcels to 131.2 billion parcels in 2020 recording an increase of more than %263
in about 8 years. In fact, it is estimated that the volume in parcels shipped will keep growing and
rising in the future to double in 2026. With the increase in the number of the parcels and
packages delivered, post offices will expand, and the number of delivery vehicles will increase
largely to cover the increasing delivery volume. However, this increase will impact the
environment and safety and life of courier drivers. According to the Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD), environmental impacts have been caused by the
delivery vehicles and premises and include air pollution of harmful emissions, noises,
construction and other disposals, and waste. All of which harm the environment and represent a
threat to the global climate concerns (Hecht, n.d.). Safety and health related issues to delivery
vehicles and premises exist and include vehicle accidents and damages and injuries of drivers,
workers, and people. In fact, delivery drivers are among the most vulnerable road users to
accidents, injuries, and deaths (Dennehy, 2017).

Accidents/ Year
Total number of vehicle related incidents
resulted in minor or no injuries
Total Number of Vehicle related incidents
resulted in injuries
Total Number of Vehicle related incidents
resulted in Lost time injuries
Total number of vehicle related incidents

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
717
623 673
719
74

55

65

7

70

45

54

43

791

675

738

726

Table 3 Aramex Annual Reports (Annual Report Financials, n.d.)

Aramex, one of the top couriers and logistics companies in the UAE have been recording
incidents related to vehicles over of the past years. Although the company has indicated in their
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annual reports of the extreme measures of safety and health, the company is still recording
vehicle related incidents. In each year, Aramex is recording more than 650 vehicle related
incidents (Annual Report Financials, n.d.). There are many causes for the vehicle related
accidents and incidents such as speeding, improper driving, distracted driving, and poor
maintenance of vehicles (How Common are Delivery Vehicle Accidents?, 2018).

4.5 Cost of delivery in UAE:
Delivery Company

Package Weight

Delivery Fee/AED

Delivery Time

SMSA

1 Kg

52.5

Next day delivery

Aramex

1 Kg

36.75

2-3 Working days

Fedex

1 Kg

63.78

Next day delivery

DHL

1 Kg

95.16

Next day delivery

Emirates Post

1 Kg

63

Next day delivery

1 Kg

10.5

3 Working days

Name

(Express)
Emirates Post
(Standard)

Table 4 Cost of Delivery in UAE for 1KG packages

The table above shows cost of delivery in some of the delivery service providers in the
United Arab Emirates. To compare between those companies equally, domestic delivery was
chosen for all and pickup locations were set to Dubai Academic City, while the delivery address
was set to Jumeirah. The cost was unexpectedly different for each one of these companies even
though the weight is the same and distance is the same too.
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Figure 12 Delivery Cost of 1KG package

Figure 12 shows that DHL is the most expensive service for customers who are looking
for a next day delivery for a package that weight one kilogram. Nevertheless, if customers are
not looking for fast delivery, standard Emirates Post would be an ideal option with only
AED10.5 to pay.

4.6 Challenges
Between the years of 2019 and 2023, e-commerce is predicted to increase by 17 per cent
each year to reach almost 20 per cent of the worldwide retail share. As a result of the continuous
raising number of e-commerce and people preferring to buy products and goods online, delivery
trucks are expected to increase by 36 per cent in the world’s top one hundred cities according to
World Economic Forum (2020). Thus, causing emissions to increase up to 32 per cent due to
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delivery vehicles’ traffic. Moreover, those delivery vehicles will also produce six million tons of
Carbon Dioxide (The Future of the Last-Mile Ecosystem, 2020).

Although Dubai has been massively working on roads infrastructure and layout to solve
the issue of traffic congestion, it is still a major problem in the city. According to Tomtom
(2019), about nine minutes of extra time was added to a thirty-minute trip in the morning, while
thirteen-minutes additional were added to the same trip during evening time. In addition, about 3
days and 15 hours is the total of extra time that was lost during 2019 while driving in rush hours
(Dubai Traffic, 2019).

4.7 Proposed smart delivery system “Esaal”
In relation to the analysis done above, the Esaal delivery system appears to be a
successful and an effective method of delivery to overcome the obstacles and challenges of the
usual and normal delivery methods and systems. Environmental negative impact, increased
number of delivery trucks, inaccuracy and errors, and bad customer experience issues are going
to increase and trigger more troubles to the delivery companies around the world. In such case,
Esaal is expected to solve these issues and eliminate them. Likewise, the proposed Esaal delivery
system is going to be an effective method to reduce the possibilities of accidents and vehicle
related incidents and on time delivery as they will be running on their own tracks and not
affecting traffic in anyway
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Chapter 5 Conclusion
5.1 Conclusion
Together with other cities around the world, Dubai is also facing major issues with the
existing delivery services and their providers. Besides increasing traffic and affecting the
environment negatively, these delivery services issues in most cases leave customers with bad
experiences. Although related work in the literature to the proposed smart system have been
mentioned such as delivery drones, UAV, delivery robots, AVs and others, further studies and
results showed lack of their application in real life. Data analysis has been used to conduct this
paper which is one of the ways used to identify and highlight the main aspects of an issue in
order to eventually reach finidings and solutions for these issues. The results of these analyses
shed light on how much a smart solution like Esaal is needed in Dubai. Esaal would help in
eliminating these issues by minimizing the time of delivery, saving cost and reducing air
pollution. The possibility of Esaal working has a high dependency on further collaboration and
cooperative work from different departments and authorities in Dubai.

5.2 Recommendations
With the latest approved license for self-driving cars on Dubai’s roads (Halligan, 2021),
the proposed smart delivery system or Esaal in other words sounds very promising for a city like
Dubai. Governmental institutes in Dubai such as RTA and Smart Dubai must work hand in hand
to apply smart solutions to solve the exiting issues of Delivery in the city. Attention must also be
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focused on creating and developing smart, clean and efficient solutions like Esaal to provide
better life-style for the residents of Dubai.

5.3 Future Work
This project has addressed some of the main problems of delivery in Dubai, advised a
smart delivery solution and supported it with analysis. One of the main areas of future work
would be to prove the functionality of smart solutions in Dubai. Another area would be to apply
smart delivery services in the rest areas of Dubai.
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